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MINES for LibrariesTM
• MINES is a transaction-based research methodology
consisting of a web-based survey form and a random
moments sampling plan
• MINES typically measures who is using electronic resources,
where users are located at the time of use, and their

purpose of use in the least obtrusive way
• MINES was adopted by the Association of Research Libraries
(ARL) as part of the “New Measures” toolkit in May, 2003.

http://www.minesforlibraries.o
rg
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Organizational Performance
Assessment (OPA)
• From 2005-2010, site visits by Jim Self, Steve Hiller, and
partially, Martha Kyrillidou through the Effective, Sustainable
and Practical Assessment program:
http://www.arl.org/stats/initiatives/esp/index.shtml
• Organizational Performance Assessment (OPA) will focus on:
– Integrating Strategy Management
– Preparing for Institutional Accreditation
– Understanding User Behaviors for Service Development &
Improvement
– Enhancing Library Assessment
More information by November ….

Scenarios
http://www.arl.org/rtl/plan/scenarios/index.shtml
• How do we transform our organization(s) to create differential
value for future users (individuals, institutions, and beyond),
given the external dynamics redefining the research
environment over the next 20 years?
• Critical uncertainties:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

What will be “research” and how will it be done?
What will be different about users and their needs?
Digitization of content
Control of and Access to Information
Future of Intellectual Property
Technology
Viability of Higher Education
Funding and Budget Challenges

Critical Strategic Challenges
http://www.arl.org/bm~doc/scenarios-data-gathering-summary-082010.pdf

•
•
•
•

Achieving and growing relevancy in the Future
Ability to change and adapt – How do we transform ourselves?
Rethinking individual versus collaborative identify
Leadership and Personnel of the Future

VISIONS
“Library as legacy responsible for centuries of scholarly work
Library as infrastructure, space with technology experise
Library as repository for long-term archive
Library as portal, guide to information of relevance and quality
Library as enterprise doing new business development for the academy
Library as public interest, providing advocacy for supportive information policies”

ARL Profiles: themes
http://directors.arl.org/wiki/institution-profiles
•

Development/Fund Raising/Grantsmanship - activities/staffing/successes

•

Digital publishing (i.e. OJS)

•

E-science/Data curation and management

•

Collaborations across all levels and on/off campus

•

Scholarly communication (open access/author rights, etc.)

•

Assessment activities (i.e. data portals, data driven decisions)

•

Space utilization ( innovative renovations/uses, gate counts, etc)

•
www.arl.org

ARL profiles: themes (con’t)
http://directors.arl.org/wiki/institution-profiles
•

Use of social networking tools/mobile applications

•

Staffing changes (i.e. new or reworked positions, new job titles, degree requirements)

•

Collaborative collection building/development

•

Warehousing/remote storage (shared/individual, on/offsite, active use/dark archive, etc.)

•

Instruction activities - current statistics include actual classroom instruction but do not
capture efforts preparing materials for asynchronous instruction or the use of those materials
(web guides, podcasts, etc.)

•

Digitization efforts beyond or more specific than those already collected in the
Supplementary Statistics (IRs, created and converted digital collections, etc.)

www.arl.org

Library Scorecard
Assumptions underlying the initiative:
• Leadership involvement is key for linking the library scorecard
to strategy
• Measures need to be focused on strategic issues
• Developing a framework/dashboard for implementing a
strategy is useful
• Implementing a scorecard will lead to its improvement and
refinements
• We do not advocate a single library scorecard but a scorecard
appropriate for each library

UW LIBRARIES 2010-13 STRATEGY MAP (Draft)
Mission: Advancing Intellectual Discovery and Enriching the Quality of Life
by Connecting People with Knowledge
Strategic Directions: Research & Scholarship, Teaching & Learning, Engagement, Sustainability

• Enhance teaching, learning & research
• Provide productive user-centered
workspaces
• Accelerate transition to
new service models

• Implement new subject
librarian roles
• Realign online and print
services support
• Review and revise collection
management strategies
•Promote the value and availability
of services and resources
• Create a sustainable foundation for
delivering/assessing teaching and learning

• Develop a sustainable academic
business plan

User
Perspective

Stakeholder/
Financial
Perspective

Internal
Perspective

Learning &
Growth
Perspective

Organizational Values: Collaboration • Diversity • Excellence • Innovation

• Strengthen organizational
capacity/structure to achieve
strategic objectives
• Align staff expertise/work to
strategic priorities/actions
• Provide infrastructures that
support users and staff work

• Integrity • Responsiveness

Combined Objectives
Customer perspective
Virginia

Easy access to collections, tools, and spaces that support collaboration and study
Ensure access to collections, tools and spaces for the future
Be recognized as a leader among research libraries worldwide

Washington

Enhance role in teaching and learning
Realign and reshape teaching and learning
Accelerate transition to new service model

JHU

Provide productive user centered workspaces (virtual and physical)
Integrate and strengthen instructional support services and programs
Provide and preserve access to information resources and collections for current
and future scholars
Build sustainable data curation infrastructure

McMaster

Improve discover and access to scholarly resources
Integrate library into the University’s teaching, learning, and research mission
Create world class teaching and learning spaces
Strive for exemplary service that is responsive to user needs

Source: Donna Tolshon (Uva), Steve Hiller (UW), Liz
Mengel (JHU), Vivian Lewis (McMaster)

Library annual “checkups”
• Diagnostic
• Commonalities
– Budget
– Service Quality perceptions/Satisfaction
– Context (Qualitative) – profiles?

• Revision of the annual ARL Statistics

ARL Board Task Force:
Review Annual Statistics
• review the annual surveys and drop, revise, or
add to the survey instruments and the
instructions by focusing on issues of strategic
importance in terms of describing research
libraries and their contributions to research,
teaching and learning:
– ARL Statistics
– ARL Supplementary Statistics
– ARL Annual Salary Survey.

Value & Impact
From feelings, perceptions and behaviors to
outcomes, value and impact
“I like the library because it provides all the resources I need and
it helps me find answers to new questions. The library
enhances my research/learning, it saves my time & money,
and makes me, my colleagues/friends better learners,
researcher, professionals …. “
How do we quantify these elements?
www.arl.org

Value and ROI studies
• Luther, J. (2008). University investment in the library: What’s the return? A
case study at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Elsevier:
Library Connect White Paper #1.
http://libraryconnect.elsevier.com/whitepapers/0108/lcwp010801.html

• Kaufman, Paula. “The Library as Strategic Investment: Results of the
Illinois Return on Investment Study.” Liber Quarterly 18 (3/4), (December
2008).
http://liber.library.uu.nl/publish/articles/000269/article.pdf

• Tenopir, C., Love, A., Park, J., Wu, L., Kingma, B., King, D. W., Baer, A. &
Mays, R. (2010). Return on investment of the grant process in academic
libraries. Elsevier: Library Connect White Paper #2.
http://www.elsevier.com/wps/find/librariansinfo.librarians/lc_home#White_Paper

Lib-Value IMLS grant: Potential Areas
http://libvalue.cci.utk.edu/

E-collections

Study Areas
Special
Collections/
Archives

Facilities/
Physical Space
Commons

Collections
Digitization

Interlibrary
Loan
Institutional
Repositories

Services

Instruction
Reference

06/08/10

Lib-Value IMLS: ARL outreach
• video from June event forthcoming
• profiles analysis forthcoming
• exploring linkages between models in development and
LibQUAL+®, ClimateQUAL®, and MINES for libraries®
• ARL bimonthly report article by Regina Mays, Carol Tenopir
and Paula Kaufman in a special issue on measurement
• presentations on value and impact as keynote theme and
workshop by Neil Kaske and Roberta Shaffer
• papers on the ACRL value study and Lib-Value grant
• planning San Diego library assessment forum, presentations
by Megan Oakleaf and Rachel Fleming-May on lit reviews

08/23/2010

In-depth measurement …
• “Challenge tests” when needed ….
• Library challenge tests for in-depth
information seeking behaviors and specialized
services
• Criterion: Purpose & Utility of the assessment
information
• Infrastructure:
http://www.arl.org/bm~doc/KyrillidouStandardsUseMeasuresDec2005.pdf

Data Management Model 1:
Central repository
• Central Repository characteristics:
– Availability of usage statistics (including past statistics) directly from
vendors
– Data extraction and normalization of various data elements into a
central database
– Access rules that define different library and vendor profiles
(ultimately this can be extended to end user profiles as well)
– Ability to query the central database for data retrieval purposes
– User interface that will generate reports, aggregate usage data, and
provide comparisons
– Ability for libraries to access this resource.

Data Management Model 2:
Decentralized repositories
• Provide the ability to develop different databases of vendor
usage statistics by focusing on different data elements;
• Enable libraries to subscribe to multiple systems depending
on the functionality they want. For example, there may be
different requirements for report generation, aggregation,
and comparison for members of a consortium like VIVA and
OhioLINK, and for national reporting purposes in national
policy statistics like the ones provided by ARL, ALA and NCLIS.

Data Management Model 3:
Distributed Access
• Standards-driven access to vendor usage data
with no intermediate repository involved. This
is a highly dynamic system of highly trusted
databases of vendor usage statistics and
gateways of access that give library users the
ability to query the systems for maximum
analytical impact.

Data management model 3:
Distributed
Figure 3. Key Processes for Distributed Access to Vendor Usage
Statistics
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Analytical tools
• Web-analytics software, ex. Google Analytics
• Mathematical modeling software, ex. SPSS
• Graphical software, ex. Dundas
• Qualitative Analysis software, ex. Atlas.ti
• Reporting software, ex. Crystal Reports
• Database systems, ex. Oracle
• Programming languages ….
Need for improved integrated analytical tools
The future: integration, XML standards?

Analytical principles
•
•
•
•
•
•

Analytical tools do not substitute thinking
Know thyself through others, or
Knowing others through yourself
Nothing excessive (everything in moderation)
Ethical approaches to privacy
Ethics are about what is appropriate in a certain
context
• Ethical considerations need to be legal or challenge
legality in an ethical and legal way

Community of Practice
• ARL Library Assessment Forums held in
conjunction with ALA on Friday at 1:30pm
• Qualitative and Quantitative Research
Methods in Libraries (QQML)
• Northumbria International Conference on
Performance Measurement and Metrics
• Library Assessment Conference by ARL, U of
Virginia and U of Washington

Keynote plenary speakers
http://www.libraryassessment.org/

• Fred Heath
– Assessment & Library Service Quality
• Joe Matthews
– Performance Measures and Balanced Scorecard
• Danuta Nitecki
– Assessment of Library Spaces
• Megan Oakleaf
– Learning Outcomes and the Library
• Stephen Town
– Value and Impact

